METHOD AND/OR SYSTEM FOR NAVIGATING THROUGH THE CONTENT OF LARGE IMAGES

Abstract: None-platform-specific method and/or system that facilitate the navigation through the content of large images, independently of their dimensions and the dimensions of the display area. The embodiments can be stand-alone and/or client/server, based on the physical location of the images. The method and/or system involve an optional image creation system comprised of a production component (800) and a transformation component (810). Sections of the source images or produced data files are then used by an image navigation system, which includes: an initialization component (900), a navigation component (910) to receive input from the end user regarding the desired motion (zoom, pan, and/or rotate) and direction (top, bottom, left, or right), an image retrieval component (920), and a display component (930) that reduces the image section retrieved, combining it with the on-screen image, if necessary. The navigation process repeats itself for every input received by the navigation component (910).
METHOD AND/OR SYSTEM FOR NAVIGATING THROUGH THE CONTENT OF LARGE IMAGES.

Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates generally to computer graphics processing and in particular, to the manipulation of image data in order to allow the end user to navigate (zoom, pan, and/or rotate) through the content of large images.

Background Art

[0002] Interest in creating rich user experiences has resulted in the proliferation of software applications that allow the end user to zoom in/out, pan, and/or rotate through the content of digital images. Most of these software applications have been designed around the capabilities of a particular type of computing device (predominantly PCs), typically using the World Wide Web (a.k.a. Internet) to access digital images from a repository physically maintained in remote servers.

[0003] As a wide range of computing devices of varying characteristics are available to the end user in today's market, the original design of such software applications is being challenged, since the latter are not always well suited for small computing devices with limited characteristics. The computing device characteristics relevant to this matter are: the size and orientation (portrait or landscape) of the display area made available to the software application (only known at execution), the storage capacity (either built-in or accessible thru an external medium), and the data processing speed.

[0004] It is important to note that the data transfer speed of the network is an important enabler of client/server software applications with such navigation capabilities, in particular if the computing device has significant limitations, like it is the case of most cellular phones. Fortunately, wireless networks (i.e. 3G and Wi-Fi) have significantly increased the amount of data that can be downloaded per second, allowing portable devices to run multimedia applications at a reasonable response time.
Thus, it would be an advance in the art to develop a generic non-platform specific method and/or system that can be easily adapted to the variety of storage and data processing characteristics of the wide range of computing devices available in the market, providing navigation capabilities regardless of the size and orientation (portrait or landscape) of the computing device display area and the size and orientation of the digital images.

Disclosure of Invention

The following presents a simplified summary of the invention in order to provide a basic understanding of some aspects of the invention. This summary is not an extensive overview of the invention. It is not intended to identify key/critical elements of the invention or to delineate the scope of the invention. Its sole purpose is to present some concepts of the invention in a simplified form as a prelude to the more detailed description that is presented later.

The present invention relates to a methodology and/or system that facilitate navigating through the content of large images, simulating a 2D and/or 3D visual experience by allowing the end user to zoom in/out, pan, and/or rotate their content. One of the significant advantages provided by the present invention is its generic non-platform-specific design, which allows its implementation in stand-alone and/or client/server environments, and the flexibility to easily adapt it to make use of the storage capacity and data processing speed present at the particular computing device.

According to an aspect of the invention, the images to be visualized aren't required to be transformed before they are made available to the end user. In its simplest form, a single digital picture of a standard format (i.e. jpeg, png, or tiff) can be visualized. It is recommended though, to transform the digital pictures by creating smaller scaled versions of the originals, and optionally, to transform the resulting scaled digital images into digital data files containing the byte representation of the colors of their pixels. By doing so, the navigation is more efficient since smaller sections of the digital images/files are accessed during execution. For 3D visual navigation (rotation), pictures of the subject must be taken at different angles and following an arrangement
that allows a smooth visual transition between digital images, when they are displayed in succession (a.k.a. animation), following a circling like effect.

[0009] In another aspect of the invention, the methodology and/or system calculate the dimensions of an intermediate image, hereinafter called "Cut-Region image", with dimensions proportional to those of the display area. The sections of the images/files to be retrieved are based on the dimensions of this image. By making the Cut-Region image larger than the display area, computing devices with enough data processing speed can magnify it and/or use its boundaries to produce the zoom and pan effects locally, without retrieving new sections for each and every motion.

[0010] According to yet another aspect of the invention, the methodology and/or system calculate the dimensions of an intermediate virtual image, hereinafter called "Virtual image", with dimensions proportional to those of the digital images/files, and having at least one of its sides equal to the corresponding side on the Cut-Region image. It is this correlation that allows the synchronization between the display area dimensions and those of the digital images/files, allowing the display of as much content as possible, starting with the first image shown to the end user.

[0011] Furthermore, the zoom into or out effect is achieved by the synchronized magnification of the Virtual image and the magnification of the Cut-Region image (if this one is larger than the display area). The pan navigation follows a similar approach, the Virtual image dimensions represent the boundaries, and the local dimensions of the Cut-Region image determine if a new section of the digital image/file is required; while the visual current position of the end user is determined by the (x, y) position of the point at the center of the display area within the two-dimensional space of the Virtual image.

[0012] According to still another aspect of the invention, the methodology and/or system leaves to the specific embodiment the implementation of the user interface (UI), as long as such UI provides the method and/or system a unique identifier to determine the desired type of motion (pan, zoom, or rotation) and the desired direction (up, down, left, right, into, or out). This approach is in line with the generic non-platform specific design, by allowing the use of a wide range of input components, such as touch pads,
joysticks, touch screens, mouse, plug-in applications (i.e. consoles), cellular phone soft-keys, and the like.

[0013] In reference to another aspect of the present invention, the embodiments of
the methodology and/or system can be stand-alone and/or client/server, making it
possible to place the functions of the method and/or system and the digital images/files
where it is more appropriate for the specific embodiment. The preferred embodiment
consists of a client/server environment where the server component is dedicated to
maintain the digital images/files, dynamically create and transform (if needed) the
sections requested, and dispatch the resulting digital images over the network to the
client.

[0014] To the accomplishment of the foregoing and related ends, certain illustrative
aspects of the invention are described herein in connection with the following
description and the annexed drawings. These aspects are indicative, however, of but a
few of the various ways in which the principles of the invention may be employed and
the present invention is intended to include all such aspects and their equivalents.
Other advantages and novel features of the invention may become apparent from the
following detailed description of the invention when considered in conjunction with the
drawings.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0015] Fig. 1 illustrates the typical characteristics (relevant to the present invention)
found on today's computing devices, and how such characteristics determine whether a
stand-alone and/or client/server implementation of the method and/or system is
applicable, in accordance with an aspect of the present invention.

[0016] Fig. 2 is a block diagram of an image creation and image navigation systems,
in accordance with aspects of the present invention.

[0017] Fig. 3 illustrates an exemplary arrangement of cameras at two different
heights, around an object of interest in accordance with an aspect of the present
invention.
Fig. 4 illustrates samples of the different images/views resulting from the camera arrangement of Figure 3 in accordance with an aspect of the present invention.

Fig. 5A illustrates the larger image sections retrieved when extracting the content directly from the original digital picture/image in accordance with an aspect of the present invention.

Fig. 5B illustrates the smaller image sections retrieved when extracting the content from scaled digital images of the original digital picture/image in accordance with an aspect of the present invention.

Fig. 6 is a graphical representation of some of the images and virtual images used by the method and/or system, illustrating their relationship, and the naming conventions and formulas used to determine their respective dimensions, in accordance with an aspect of the present invention.

Fig. 7 illustrates an exemplary zoom effect, achieved by magnifying the Cut-Region image at predetermined sizes locally, in accordance with an aspect of the present invention.

Fig. 8 illustrates an exemplary zoom effect, obtained by synchronizing the magnification of the Virtual image and Cut-Region images in accordance with an aspect of the present invention.

Fig. 9 illustrates an exemplary pan motion, and how the visual effect is achieved by determining the small portion of the Virtual image that would be retrieved from the digital picture, digital image, or data file; then reducing and merging that image section in order to be displayed in accordance with an aspect of the present invention.

Fig. 10 shows the widths of the Virtual image in comparison to the widths of the Real image for some exemplary Local image cycles, in accordance with an aspect of the present invention.
Fig. 11 shows the widths of the Virtual image in comparison to the widths of the Real image for some exemplary stepCount values, in accordance with an aspect of the present invention.

Fig. 12 shows the values of xcuadro and ycuadro, as well as the source images in turn for an exemplary navigation, in accordance with an aspect of the present invention.

**Best Mode for Carrying Out the Invention**

The present invention is now described referencing the drawings, wherein like reference numerals are used to refer to like elements throughout. In the following description, for purposes of explanation, numerous specific details are set forth in order to provide a thorough understanding of the present invention. It may be evident, however, that the present invention may be practiced without these specific details or with variations of them.

As used in this application, the terms "component" and "system" are intended to refer to a computer-related entity, either hardware, a combination of hardware and software, software, or software in execution. For example, a component may be, but is not limited to being, an object, a processor, a process running on a processor, a thread of execution, an executable, a computer, and/or a program. By way of illustration, both an application running on a server and the server can be a component. One or more components may reside within a process and/or thread of execution and a component may be localized on one computer and/or distributed between two or more computers.

The drawings relate to the zoom in/out, pan, and rotation of a sequence of digital images of an object of interest (OI), simulating an embodiment that navigates thru the content of photographs taken of a real subject. However, it should be appreciated that other applications and/or objects can be viewed and/or employed and such are contemplated to fall within the scope of the invention. The applications can include, but are not limited to: 3D navigation (zoom in/out, pan, and rotation motion) on a sequence of digital pictures taken from a panoramic scene, 2D navigation (zoom in/out and pan motion) on a sequence of digital images in such arrangement as to
compose a large mosaic (i.e. a map), 2D and 3D navigation of digital pictures taken of art subjects, etc.

[0031] The present invention will now be described, making reference to Figs. 1-12. Referring now to Fig. 1, the design of the present invention has been based in part on this chart, which defines three groups of end user computing devices according to characteristics relevant to the present invention and the availability of external resources.

[0032] The storage capacity column, in Fig. 1, refers to the capacity needed to store the digital images, either on the device built-in medium or thru an external medium source (i.e. CDs, flash cards, etc.). The CPU speed was qualified in terms of the minimum data processing speed required to manipulate the image data locally, providing an adequate response time to the end user. Client/Server embodiments of the present invention will require network speeds appropriate to the end user device characteristics, so that an adequate response time is achieved.

[0033] The goal has been to allow the present invention to work on a wide diversity of end user computing devices, without implying that the invention will work on each and every device available in the market. The type of device, its capacity (internal or external), and/or other aspects may not allow the present invention to work properly, or in accordance to certain standards or requirements.

[0034] Image creation and image navigation systems. Fig. 2 is a general block diagram illustrating an image creation system and an image navigation system. The purpose of the production component 800 and the transformation component 810 is to create the digital images or data files, hereinafter called "source images", which are later used by the image retrieval component 920 of the image navigation system.

[0035] Regarding the image navigation system shown in Fig. 2, and after execution of the initialization component 900, the navigation component 910 receives input (e.g., from a user) by way of a user interface, a device control, or an external input component. Exemplary input components include a keypad, a d-pad, a touchpad, a joystick, and/or a pointing device such as a stylus, pen, or mouse, as well as any other
type of communication link, channel, or network connection. The navigation component 910 translates the desired motion into a new (x, y) position of the point at the center of the display area within the Virtual image, and if applicable, communicates to the image retrieval component 920 the new section needed from the source images. Then the dynamically retrieved image (or local image kept by the navigation component 910 from a previous cycle) is passed over to the display component 930, which in turn reduces the image size (if needed) before displaying it on the screen of the end user computing device. The described flow repeats itself for every new input received by the navigation component 910.

[0036] Production Component.- The method and/or system can navigate through the content of a single digital image (limited to zoom in/out and pan navigation), or through the content of a sequence of digital images. Fig. 3 illustrates an exemplary arrangement of 16 cameras around an object of interest (Ol). All cameras are focused toward the center of the Ol, and they are arranged in two different heights. Such camera arrangement follows a column-row like matrix, which can be used to uniquely identify each camera and the respective photographs taken. In order to provide a smooth 3D visualization of the images during navigation, it is recommended to maintain the same radiant distance between the 8 cameras at each row, and the same distance to the [Ol] for all 16 cameras. Fig. 4 illustrates the resulting photographs/images obtained.

[0037] As shown in Figs. 3 and 4, a naming convention is used. This convention includes at least a descriptive name, hereinafter called "archivo" (the same for all images related to an Ol). If more than one image is involved, then integer numbers representing the column and/or row (relative position of the specific digital image) will be required to uniquely identify each image. The column position starts with cero and it has successive values up to the total number of images (hereinafter called "hframes") minus one, following the counterclockwise order in which the respective photographs were taken on the horizontal axis (per row). Similarly, the row number starts with cero for the lowest bottom position, increasing its value up to the total number of images on the vertical axis (hereinafter called "vframes") minus one; the later representing the top most position. Plus the file extension, that is, the image format (i.e. jpeg, png, tiff, etc.).

[0038] Transformation Component.- The images produced can be transformed in
order to make the method and/or system more efficient. This is an optional component that takes place before the images are made available to the end user. The specific embodiment must ensure that the method and/or system can adequately interpret the format of the digital images, allowing the retrieval of any rectangular (or square) section from them. By not making the transformation mandatory, some embodiments of the method and/or system can greatly benefit; that would be the case of a centralized repository of digital pictures directly maintained by the end users (making it inappropriate for a third party to manipulate them). As the Fig. 5A illustrates, there is a disadvantage to this approach though, since larger sections of the original digital picture 60 will need to be manipulated by the image navigation system, in comparison to the usually much smaller size of the display area 100.

[0039] For most embodiments of the present invention, the transformation of the digital pictures will result in a better performance. Fig. 5B illustrates the use of scaled pictures 40 (smaller than the original picture) in addition to the original picture 60. This transformation requires all the scaled pictures 40 to maintain proportional dimensions to those of the original picture 60, and to keep the orientation of the later (either portrait or landscape). No other specific recommendation is made regarding the number of scaled pictures 40 nor their size. The image navigation system benefits from the retrieval of smaller sections, closer to the dimensions of the display area 100, as it can be appreciated in Fig. 5B. This transformation introduces another integer number to the naming convention. Such number starts with cero for the smallest scaled picture 40, and increases its value up to the total number of pictures (hereinafter called "imagenes") minus one; including the largest picture, that is, the original picture 60.

[0040] Some embodiments may find an improvement in their performance by manipulating the content of data files rather than formatted digital pictures. An exemplary format of such data files would be to store eight bytes to represent the width and height of the digital picture (four bytes each), and then store three bytes per pixel in sequence, corresponding to the red, green, and blue values. In this example, no transparency would be manipulated by the method and/or system, but there is a 25% reduction in the size of the resulting data file by not storing the alpha value of each pixel. Other pertinent information may be included in the data file; for example, the preferred position (x and y values) to be used as the starting point (first image section).
This optional transformation can be applied in conjunction with the transformation explained in the previous paragraph (illustrated in Fig. 5B), in which case, all scaled pictures 40 and the original picture 60 must be transformed to data files. As it can be inferred, the file extension must be changed to that corresponding to the type of data file (i.e. txt).

[0041] Initialization Component.- As part of the initialization process, the method and/or system searches (using "archivo") the storage repository either locally or via a remote server, in order to determine from the source images the values of: vframes, hframes, imagenes, the height of the smallest digital image (hereinafter called "alturaimg"), and the widths of the scaled images and original image (hereinafter called "img").

[0042] As it can be noted, names are being assigned to different elements throughout this application, as it is the case of the following: "base" is the width of the display area, "alturabase" is the proportion between the height and width of the display area (its value is height of display area / base), and "maxSize" is the width of the largest source image (usually the width of the original picture). In order to maintain this document as concise as possible, and to facilitate its understanding, the value assigned or calculated for an element will be the same value used to determine the values of other elements hereinafter (as if it was a complete exercise from start to finish).

[0043] Fig. 6 illustrates four basic elements, which are part of the generic non-platform specific design. Three of these elements have been previously mentioned: the display area 100, the Cut-Region image 300, and the Virtual image 500. The forth element is the local image 200, hereinafter called "Local image". Each of these is a rectangle (or square). The display area 100 is contained in the Local image 200 and the Cut-Region image 300 is contained in the Virtual image 500. The Local image 200 is a smaller version of the Cut-Region image 300.

[0044] The display area can move freely inside the two-dimensional space of the Local image, as the Cut-Region image can do so inside the two dimensional space of the Virtual image, but without going outside their respective boundaries. In order to allow the display area to move freely within the boundaries of the Virtual image, the
Cut-Region image is moved (repositioned) every time the display area needs to move outside the boundaries of the Local image, so that the repositioned images are kept within valid boundaries.

[0045] The Cut-Region image represents the content section of the source images that is retrieved by the image navigation system; section that is passed over to the Local image, and in turn displayed. Once initialized, the dimensions of the Cut-Region image don't change. The zoom effect is achieved by changing the size of the Virtual image and/or the size of the Local image.

[0046] Fig. 7 illustrates the behavior of the method and/or system for devices with enough data processing speed. The Cut-Region image 300 is initialized with a larger width than that of the display area 100, so that the Local image 200 can receive a smaller version of the Cut-Region image 300 locally (at various predetermined sizes), producing the zoom and pan effect without having to retrieve a new section from the source images with each and every motion. The image navigation system magnifies the Local image 200 locally, until it requires to retrieve a new Cut-Region image 300; because the later no longer corresponds to the content required or because otherwise the quality of the image would be compromised. Actually, the next Cut-Region image 300 can be retrieved in advance while the Local image 200 is being magnified locally. The performance is greatly improved by significantly reducing data transfer and/or data manipulation.

[0047] For devices with heavy limitations, like most cellular phones, the dimensions of the Cut-Region image are made equal to those of the display area (and these don't change after initialization). By doing so, the image navigation system retrieves a new Cut-Region image with each zoom or pan motion, in most cases. The zoom is achieved by the magnification of the Virtual image only. More data will be transferred and/or manipulated in comparison, but the quality of the image is not compromised.

[0048] As illustrated in Fig. 7, the size of Local image 200 is increased following a cycle that starts at the size of the display area 100 and ends at the moment its width is equal to the width of the Cut-Region image 300, just to be initialized again to its original dimensions in order to continue with the next cycle. The reduction of the Local image
size produces the opposite effect (zoom out) locally, resulting in cycles with same values but following their reverse order.

[0049] Some of the attributes of the Local image are: "local" corresponds to its width (initial value = base), "mod" is the number of times the Local image is magnified per cycle, "localincr" is the number of pixels by which the Local image is magnified and it has an initial value: positive integer number other than cero or a calculated value = (width of Cut-Region image - base) / mod, "xobj" and "yobj" are the x-axis and y-axis position of the point at the center of the display area within the two-dimensional space of the Local image (initial values: xobj = local / 2, and yobj = xobj * alturabase), and finally, "xl" and "yl" refer to the x-axis and y-axis position of the top left corner of the Local image, relative to the top left corner of the display area. xl and yl are used to determine the position of the Local image for display purposes and to validate if the display area is within boundaries (a value of cero means that the top left corners of both images are at the same position, and a negative value imply that the display area is within boundaries).

[0050] For example, if mod = 10, base = 180, height of display area = 177, and width of Cut-Region image = 270, then local starts with a value of 180, and it would have the following values for 11 consecutive zoom-in magnifications of the Local image: 189, 198, 207, 216, 225, 234, 243, 252, 261, 180, and 189. As previously explained, a new Cut-Region image is retrieved at the tenth zoom-in (every new cycle), being the image reduced to 180 x 177 for that specific magnification. And the values of some of the other attributes would be: localincr = (270 - 180) / 10 = 9, alturabase = 177 / 180 = 0.983333, and the height of Local image can be obtained by multiplying local times alturabase (i.e. it is equal to 234 * 0.983333 = 230.09, for the 6th zoom-in magnification).

[0051] The method and/or system use a similar approach when dealing with the pan navigation. Fig 8 illustrates an example of such behavior, applicable if the Cut-Region image 300 is greater than the display area 100. As result of an exemplary left pan motion, the repositioned display area 100 has a portion of its area outside the Local image 200; in which case, only the equivalent outside portion is retrieved from the source images. The Cut-Region image 300 is repositioned in the two-dimensional
space of the Virtual image 500 as it is the display area 100 within the Local image 200; then the content of the Local image 200 is recomposed, by including the new portion of the image and discarding that same area from its opposite side, before it is displayed.

5 [0052] On the other hand, very limited devices do not have the data processing speed needed to allow the method and/or system to magnify the images with enough quality and/or acceptable response time locally. The method and/or system can implement this scenario by changing the initialization of three of its elements, as follows: width of the Cut-Region image = base, mod = 1, and localincr is made equal to a positive integer number greater than zero (predetermined by the specific embodiment). Since Cut-Region image and Local image are made equal, the method and/or system may further replace all instances and references of Cut-Region image with Local image and Local image’s.

15 [0053] The Cut-Region image represents the current section of the source images being manipulated, and its dimensions are proportional to those of the display area (once initialized these aren't changed). The dimensions of Cut-Region image and the dimensions of the Virtual image are used to correlate the display area with the source images. Some of the attributes of the Cut-Region image are: "recorte" corresponds to its width, and "factorecorte", which is a convenience variable used to determine recorte, relative to the display area (a decimal number representing a percentage from base). For example, if factorecorte = 1.5, then the dimensions of the Cut-Region image would be: recorte = 1.5 * 180 = 270, and its height = recorte * alturabase = 270 * 0.983333 = 265.5.

25 [0054] The Virtual image is not a real image, but rather it represents the dimensions of an image, which is always proportional to the source images. As illustrated in Fig. 9, the Virtual image 500 is progressively magnified to produce the zoom in/out effect each time a motion results within the scope of a different Local image cycle.

30 [0055] Some of the attributes of the Virtual image are: "real" corresponds to the width of the Virtual image for a given Local image cycle, "alturareal" is the proportion between its height and width, "xobjreal" and "yobjreal" are the x-axis and y-axis values of the point at the center of the Cut-Region image within the Virtual image (initial values:
xobjreal = real / 2, and yobjreal = xobjreal * alturareal; or values calculated with data obtained from the source image's data file), and finally, "xajustado" and "yajustado" are the x-axis and y-axis values of the point at the center of the display area within the Virtual image (initial values: equal to xobjreal and yobjreal, respectively).

[0056] The first image displayed will show all the content of the original digital picture, if the source images are proportional (and keep the same orientation) to the display area; or otherwise, it will show as much content of the source image as their proportions allow (i.e. if the display area is square while the source images are landscape). If it is not possible to display all the content, the method and/or system may use the (x,y) preferred values stored in the source image's data file in order to show, at first, the section of the image with the desired content, and still allow the end user to visualize the missing content by using the pan navigation. The below steps are used by the initialization component to determine the dimensions of the Virtual image.

[0057] If recorte is greater than the height of the Cut-Region image: Step One.- Make real equal to recorte, and determine the height of the Virtual image, by dividing the height of the source image by the width of the source image times recorte. Step Two.- If the height of Virtual image is less than the height of the Cut-Region image, then recalculate real, by dividing recorte by the height of Virtual image times the height of the Cut-Region image, and make the height of Virtual image equal to the height of the Cut-Region image.

[0058] Or (exclusive), if recorte is less than or equal to the height of the Cut-Region image: Step One.- Make the height of Virtual image equal to the height of the Cut-Region image, and determine real, by dividing the width of the source image by the height of the source image times the height of the Cut-Region image. Step Two.- If real is less than recorte, then recalculates the height of Virtual image, by dividing the height of the Cut-Region image by real times recorte, and make real equal to recorte.

[0059] For example, if the smallest source image is 140 x 105, then 270 is greater than 265.5, and so the following calculations apply: Step One.- real = 270. Height of Virtual image = 105 / 140 * 270 = 202.5. Step Two.- Since 202.5 is less than 265.5, then: real = 270 / 202.5 * 265.5 = 354, and the height of the Virtual image = 265.5.
In consequence, alturareal = 265.5 / 354 = 0.75 (which corresponds to the same proportion of the source image = 105 / 140).

[0060] The photographs of objects of interest (OI) with larger height than width must be taken with a landscape orientation if the specific embodiment needs to guarantee that the whole content of the OI is shown in the first image, since the method and/or system are not designed to determine how much of the image the OI covers. By the same token, portrait photographs must be taken if the OI has a larger width than height.

[0061] The dimensions of the Virtual image are used to maintain the display area and the Cut-Region image within the boundaries of the whole content of the source images, but such dimensions aren't necessarily equal to those of the real image (if it would exist), hereinafter called "Real image". This is evident by the fact that (if factorecorte is greater than 1) the first image displayed (the Real image) is smaller than the Virtual image. The following elements are used to determine the size of the Virtual image and the Real image:

[0062] "incremento" is the width of the Virtual image for a specific Local image cycle (because the Local image is re-initialized for every cycle). Initial value: it is equal to real. The value for the next cycle (zoom-in) = previous incremento + (localincr * previous incremento / base) * mod.

[0063] "tamano" is the width of the Real image for a specific Local image cycle. His used to determine the limit for the zoom-in magnification (before quality of the image is compromised). The value of tamano is calculated using the same formula for incremento, and its initial value is: real / factorecorte.

[0064] "stepCount" represents the current position of the viewer from the magnification perspective, relative to the initial image. In other words, its value corresponds to the zoom level. Initial value: cero (representing the first image displayed by the method and/or system). Values: any integer value equal to or greater than cero.

[0065] For example, Fig. 10 shows the values of incremento and tamano for 4 cycles of the Local image, for maxSize = 640 (and using the values either provided or
calculated from previous examples herein). The values of incremento and tamano do not change for values of StepCount within the same Local image cycle; for example, based on Fig. 10, incremento is equal to 531 for stepCount values from 10 to 19.

5 [0066] The width of the Virtual image at any given zoom level corresponds to the difference between the value of incremento for the next cycle and its current value (relative to the stepCount position), dividing the result by mod. Based on Fig. 10, and being stepCount equal to 12, the width of Virtual image = (796.5 - 531) / 10 = 584.1. The same formula (using tamano instead) is used to determine the width of the Real image.

10 [0067] Fig. 11 shows the width values for the Virtual image and the Real image, corresponding to some exemplary stepCount values (again, using the values either provided or calculated from previous examples herein). The maximum zoom level allowed by the method and/or system would be stepCount = 24, because beyond that point, the width of the Real image would be larger than the largest of the source images (of width 640). It can be noted as well, that valid boundaries (two-dimensional space of Virtual image) for the display area and the Cut-Region image are greater than maxSize for stepCount 23 and stepCount 24.

15 [0068] Navigation Component.- The embodiments can define the most convenient user interface for each specific situation, while the navigation component defines the required behavior in order to synchronize the images accordingly. This approach is in line with the generic design of the present invention. There is a wide range of hardware devices available to the end-user, and in many cases, different ways to implement the interface for the same device. For example, on a cellular phone, the navigation keys (known as soft-keys) and/or hard-keys (alphanumeric keys) can be used; or on a PC based implementation, the numerical path and/or the mouse can be used. The navigation component requires the user interface to provide unique values (as a result of the end user action: press a key, touch the screen, move a joystick, use the mouse, etc.) that can be identified as follows:

30 [0069] UP, DOWN, RIGHT, and LEFT navigation values.-. The four values are needed for pan and rotation. The zoom navigation requires only two values, which can
correspond to any of these navigation values or they can correspond to different ones (IN and OUT, for example). It is possible as well to assign more than one value to the same motion (allowing the use of more than one key, for example).

5 [0070] The preferred embodiment introduces an automatic navigation behavior, which allows for continuous movement on a given motion-direction (i.e. zoom-in, pan-right, rotate-left, etc) without requiring the input of additional navigation values. An exemplary implementation of such approach would initiate this behavior if an input key is pressed and hold throughout two consecutive images shown to the end user, and then deactivates it by pressing any input key.

10 [0071] FIRE navigation value.- This value is used to navigate thru the three different states of the method and/or system: zoom, pan, and rotation. The transition between these states follows the same order at execution; once the last state is reached, the next transition is set to the first state. Or, as mentioned earlier, ZOOM, PAN, and ROTATE navigation values can be used instead (or in addition). An embodiment may not require this navigation value as long as it uses unique values to identify each motion-direction available to the end user (i.e. zoom-in, pan-right, rotate-left, etc).

20 [0072] The rotation is achieved by changing the reference of the source image in turn, that is, changing the value of the row or column referred in the section "Production component" in this application. In order to reduce data transfer, the navigation component only retrieves the portion of the source images needed to cover the display area. Some of the attributes of rotation are: "dir" is the relative direction that results from a specific motion (its value is 1 for RIGHT, UP, or IN, and -1 for LEFT, DOWN, or OUT), "xcuadro" corresponds to the column value, and "ycuadro" corresponds to the row value. The below attributes are used by the three types of navigation (rotation, pan, and zoom).

25 [0073] "posicion" relates to the source images referred in the section "Transformation component" in this application. Its purpose is to ensure that the scaled image and/or original image (to be used for the retrieval of the content section at a given time) is large enough. Values: cero to n-1 (where 'n' is the number of scaled images).
"largo" and "altura" are the width and height of the section of the source image to retrieve. These values are calculated every time a new section is required. The value of altura can be obtained by multiplying largo times alturabase.

"xθ" and "yθ" are the x-axis and y-axis values of the point at the top left corner of the image section to retrieve, within the source image. The value of yθ follows the same formula to calculate xθ (provided later in this application), but using yobjreal and altura instead.

For xcuadro, the navigation component sets to cero the next value following hframes-1, so that there is an uninterrupted rotation of images on the horizontal axis. In the case of ycuadro, the navigation component ensures that its value is always between cero (image at the bottom) and vframes-1 (image at the top).

In the preferred embodiment, the image navigation system uses a separate Thread to retrieve and/or request the images, so that it is responsive to the end user input. In order to take advantage of this Thread, the images are prefetched. For example, if the current motion is UP, the navigation component displays the image requested (which was previously prefetched), and immediately retrieves and/or requests the next image following the same UP direction.

The xcuadro and ycuadro values of a prefetched image are kept by the navigation component for comparison with those of the user's next input. If the values don't match, then: the previously prefetched image is discarded (or its retrieval process interrupted), the image corresponding to the current request is retrieved, and the next image following that one is prefetched.

For rotation, the value of largo = base * (recorte * img[ posicion ] / real) / local; where img[ posicion ] is the width of the smaller source image of width equal to or greater than real. And, xθ = (xajustado * img[ posicion ] / real) - largo / 2.

Fig. 12 shows the values of xcuadro, ycuadro, and the source image used for an exemplary navigation. In this example, the following values were used: hframes = 10, and vframes = 5. As it can be noted from Fig. 12, the last motion didn't change the
value of xcuadro nor ycuadro because the top most source image is at row 4 (no image was retrieved by the method and/or system neither).

[0081] In the preferred embodiment, for zoom in/out a threading and prefetching approach similar to the one used for rotation is used. The navigation component uses stepCount to determine the current zoom level, and in order to verify if the previously prefetched image corresponds to the end user request in turn. The below are some attributes related to zoom.

[0082] "desplaza" is a convenience variable predetermined by the embodiment during execution of the initialization component. Values: positive integer number greater than cero. "desp" relates to the pan movement, but it is described here because it is updated by zoom every time a new Cut-Region image is retrieved or requested. The value of desp represents the number of pixels the image will be moved for each pan motion. In the preferred embodiment, this value changes proportionally with each change on the size of the Virtual image, so that each pan movement covers the same relative distance of the whole content of the image, independently of the size of the Virtual image. Value: real / despazl.

[0083] For every change of stepCount, the navigation component updates: local, xobj, yobj, xl, and yl. The new values of xobj and yobj are relative to the previous size of the Local image (i.e. xobj = local / previous local value * xobj); while xl and yl maintain their relative position (i.e. xl = base / 2 - xobj).

[0084] For a new Cut-region image, the navigation component updates: real, xajustado, xobjreal, yajustado, yobjreal, and desp. The new values of xajustado and yajustado are relative to the previous real value (i.e. xajustado = real / previous real value * xajustado). The values of xobjreal and yobjreal are made equal to xajustado and yajustado, due to the retrieval of a new section from the source images.

[0086] The pan navigation changes the current Local image by adding a new portion of the source image on the direction of the motion, and discarding an equal area from its opposite side, that is, pan retrieves only the section of the source image needed, in order to improve the performance. Given the small size of the images retrieved, the preferred embodiment does not implement threading neither prefetching. An embodiment requiring such functionality may use dir as the matching value.

[0087] Each pan motion updates the values of xobj, xl, and xajustado (for RIGHT or LEFT), or yobj, yl, and yajustado (for UP or DOWN). The value of desp is added to or subtracted from xobj, yobj, xl, and/or yl, depending on the navigation motion (i.e. RIGHT: xobj = xobj+desp, and xl = xl-desp). If desp is added to xobj or yobj, then desp is subtracted from xl or yl. Finally, xajustado or yajustado are updated using the relative value of desp with respect to recorte (i.e. RIGHT: xajustado = xajustado+desp*recorte/local).

[0088] After updating the above values, the pan navigation causes the navigation component to validate that the elements are within the boundaries allowed, and adjust their values if they don't (as it will be described shortly herein). Next, the current Local image is recomposed as described earlier. The value of largo is set to: recorte * img[posicion] / real, and xθ = (xobjreal * imgjposicion) / real - largo / 2.

[0089] For zoom and pan, the navigation component executes some validations to ensure that various elements are within the valid boundaries mentioned earlier in this application. Flags are used to determine if a boundary has been reached, so that the next navigation is ignored if it follows the same direction. Any value out of boundary is set within the minimum or maximum value allowed for that specific boundary (in that direction). The validation is done for each boundary: top, bottom, left, right, in, and out. The steps below describe the validation executed for the left boundary. The navigation component uses similar validation steps for the other boundaries.

[0090] Step One.- The validation proceeds with the next validation steps only if the display area is outside the left boundary of the Local image or if the Cut-Region image is outside the left boundary of the Virtual image.
[0091] Step Two.- If this is a zoom-out motion and the updated stepCount is in a different Local image cycle, then the navigation component executes this step without executing the rest of the validations. For this step, it updates xobjreal with its minimum value \((xobjreal = \text{recorte} / 2)\), if xajustado is outside the Cut-Region image then it is updated too \((xajustado = \text{base} / 2 \times \text{recorte} \times \text{local})\), and finally, it updates xobj and xl \((xobj = xajustado \times \text{local} / \text{recorte}, \; xl = \text{base} / 2 - xobj)\).

[0092] Step Three.- If this is a pan or zoom-out motion, then it updates xobjreal, taking into account that it might already have in the Cut-Region image a portion of the section of the source image needed: \(xobjreal = xobjreal - ((\text{base} / 2 - xobj) \times \text{recorte} \times \text{local})\).

[0093] Step Four.- If the value of xobjreal places the Cut-Region image outside the left boundary of the Virtual image, then xajustado = xajustado + (recorte / 2 - xobjreal), and xobjreal = recorte / 2.

[0094] Step Five.- It updates xobj and xl \((xobj = \text{base} / 2, \; xl = 0)\).

[0095] The above calculations provide a smooth magnification and/or rotation of the content, which might imply the navigation through too many images for some implementations, specially those using a slow network speed. A faster movement can then be accomplished by: a) not showing each and every consecutive image section calculated above (showing the second, third, forth, etc. image section following the current one) and/or b) adjust the formulas above (still maintaining the basis/principles of the method and/or system); and by doing so to provide a greater magnification for each new image shown to the end user.

[0096] Retrieval Component.- In the preferred embodiment, the retrieval component uses the following values in order to retrieve the content required from the source images: archivo, xθ, yθ, largo, altura, "ancho", "alto", xcuadro, ycuadro, and posicion; where ancho and alto correspond to the dimensions of the reduced version of the image needed, calculated by the navigation component as: the Cut-Region image dimensions for magnification (zoom), the Local image dimensions for pan, and the
display area dimensions for rotation. A specific embodiment may add other elements as required to achieve its specific requirements, such as: location of the image/file, image color resolution, image format, etc.

[0097] Display Component.- The final result is achieved by displaying the image in turn, following the end user desired navigation, simulating a 2D and/or 3D visual experience. The display component displays the updated content of Local image, using xl and yl to determine its relative position with regard to the display area, as previously mentioned herein. It is recommended to display an indicator (or short text) somewhere on the screen of the end user computing device, so that the end user knows the current state of the navigation (zoom, pan, or rotation) at all times.

**Industrial Applicability**

[0098] Although significant advances had been made with regard to the quality and resolution of screens for portable devices, the small size of the images is still one of its most significant limitations. There is, after all, a trade-off between screen size and portability/convenience. The present invention provides an alternative solution to this limitation by allowing end users to navigate through the content of large images.

Furthermore, network carriers, content providers, and device manufacturers in the wireless industry may benefit from this invention by providing their customers a 2D and/or 3D experience where the customer plays an active role (by means of its navigation capabilities).

[0099] The present invention provides an efficient method to access portions of large images stored on remote repositories/locations, making it possible for network carriers, content providers, and/or device manufacturers to provide such functionality without otherwise incurring on additional costs (i.e. add storage capacity to the device/computer) and/or requiring additional steps from their customers (i.e. download images from another device/medium). As mentioned earlier in this application, it is not meant to imply that the invention will work on all available devices, nor that it will work under all available networks, since network speed and the device processing power, between other factors, may limit the ability of the invention to provide an adequate response time, or even allow it to work properly.
[0100] The present invention does not impose any transformation of the original digital image/photograph, allowing its use on embodiments where such transformation is not practical, like it is the case of many photo-sharing and photo-publishing services today.

[00101] The present invention is based on an open (none-platform-specific) design, which allows its use on a wide variety of platforms like cellular phones, PDA's, and PC's (making the most of the resources available at that particular device), in stand-alone and/or client/server implementations; and as such, making it a more universal lower cost solution.
Claims

1. A system that facilitates navigating through the content of images, comprising:
a production component that produces source images; a transformation component that
manipulates said source images to create transformed images; an initialization
component to set up the navigation parameters accordingly; a retrieval component to
access sections of said source images or said transformed images; and a display
component that displays the image section in turn.

2. The system of claim 1, wherein said source images comprise one or more images.

3. The system of claim 1, wherein said source images are digital images of a standard
image format.

4. The system of claim 1, wherein said source images are further identified following a
naming convention based on the number of images and their position relative to the
subject.

5. The system of claim 1, wherein said source images comprise images of an object of
interest taken from various angles.

6. The system of claim 1, wherein said source images comprise images of a panoramic
scene taken from various angles.

7. The system of claim 1, wherein said source images comprise images from sections
or views, compositing a mosaic like arrangement of the subject.

8. The system of claim 1, wherein said source images comprise digital images of
computer generated content.

9. The system of claim 1, wherein said source images are not transformed by said
transformation component.

10. The system of claim 1, wherein said transformed images are magnified images of
said source images.

11. The system of claim 10, wherein said transformed images are digital images of a standard image format.

12. The system of claim 1, wherein said transformed images are data files containing the color values of the pixels from their respective said source images.

13. The system of claim 12, wherein said data files correspond to magnified images of said source images.

14. The system of claim 12, wherein said data files further comprise the value representing the width and/or height of the images they represent.

15. The system of claim 12, wherein said data files further comprise the alpha value of the pixels from their respective said source images.

16. The system of claim 1, wherein at least one of its components is executed at a computing device with limited to very limited storage capacity and/or CPU speed, such as cellular phones.

17. The system of claim 16, wherein at least some of the images are physically stored in an external storage medium accessible to said computing device.

18. The system of claim 16, wherein at least some of the images are physically stored in said computing device's built-in medium.

19. The system of claim 16, wherein at least some of the images are physically stored in a remote computing device, such as a remote server, accessible via a wide area network (WAN).

20. The system of claim 16, wherein at least some of the images are physically stored in another computing device, such as a server, accessible via a local area network (LAN).
21. The system of claim 1, wherein at least one of its components is executed at a computing device with enough CPU speed, such as some PDAs and portable gaming devices.

22. The system of claim 21, wherein at least some of the images are physically stored in an external storage medium accessible to said computing device.

23. The system of claim 21, wherein at least some of the images are physically stored in said computing device's built-in medium.

24. The system of claim 21, wherein at least some of the images are physically stored in a remote computing device, such as a remote server, accessible via a wide area network (WAN).

25. The system of claim 21, wherein at least some of the images are physically stored in another computing device, such as a server, accessible via a local area network (LAN).

26. The system of claim 1, wherein at least one of its components is executed at a computing device with high storage capacity and CPU speed, such as most PCs and laptop computers.

27. The system of claim 26, wherein at least some of the images are physically stored in an external storage medium accessible to said computing device.

28. The system of claim 26, wherein at least some of the images are physically stored in said computing device's built-in medium.

29. The system of claim 26, wherein at least some of the images are physically stored in a remote computing device, such as a remote server, accessible via a wide area network (WAN).

30. The system of claim 26, wherein at least some of the images are physically stored
in another computing device, such as a server, accessible via a local area network (LAN).

31. The system of claim 26, wherein said computing device is a mainframe (a.k.a. host), which renders sections of the images to dumb (a.k.a. CRT) terminals.

32. The system of claim 1, wherein the source images are not created by said production component, but still made available to the other components of the system.

33. A computer-readable medium having stored thereon the components of claim 1.

34. The system of claim 1, wherein the initialization component correlates the dimensions of said source images or said transformed images with the dimensions of the display area, by creating at least the following:

- an intermediate image, equal to or larger than the display area, with dimensions proportional to the later;
- an intermediate image with dimensions proportional to those of said source images or said transformed images, and having at least one of its sides equal to the corresponding side of the intermediate image referred above.

35. The system of claim 34, wherein said intermediate images are virtual images, that is, only their dimension values are used by the system, not their content.

36. The system of claim 34, wherein said intermediate images are digital images.

37. The system of claim 34, wherein said intermediate images are data files with values representing digital images.

38. The system of claim 34, wherein said intermediate images are further magnified to simulate zoom into or zoom out navigation through the content.

39. The system of claim 1, wherein the navigation component facilitates the navigation through the content in part according to the input received from a user interface (UI).
40. The system of claim 1, wherein the navigation component facilitates the navigation through the content in part according to the input received from a device control, such as touch pads, joysticks, touch screens, cellular phone soft-keys, cellular phone hard-keys, and the like.

41. The system of claim 1, wherein the navigation component facilitates the navigation through the content in part according to the input received from an input component, such as software applications and browsers.

42. The system of claim 1, wherein the navigation component allows the end user to zoom in, zoom out, and/or pan through the content.

43. The system of claim 42, further comprising the simulation of content rotation by displaying images of the subject on a sequence that follows a circle like order/motion.

44. The system of claim 1, wherein the navigation component facilitates the navigation through the content in part according to the (x,y) position of the point at the center of the display area within the two-dimensional space of the content at a given magnification.
| STAND-ALONE | SOME DEVICES | NO |
| CLIENT/SERVER | YES | YES | YES |
| CPU SPEED | SUFFICIENT | SUFFICIENT | INSUFFICIENT |
| STORAGE CAPACITY | SUFFICIENT | SUFFICIENT TO LIMITED | LIMITED TO VERY LIMITED |
| END USER DEVICE | HIGH CAPACITY | MEDIUM CAPACITY | LIMITED CAPACITY |
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Local image cycle</th>
<th>(zoom level)</th>
<th>(Virtual image)</th>
<th>(Real image)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First</td>
<td>stepCount</td>
<td>incremento</td>
<td>tamano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 to 9</td>
<td>354</td>
<td>236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second</td>
<td>10 to 19</td>
<td>531</td>
<td>354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third</td>
<td>20 to 29</td>
<td>796.5</td>
<td>531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forth</td>
<td>30 to 39</td>
<td>1194.75</td>
<td>796.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIG. 10**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>stepCount</th>
<th>Virtual image width</th>
<th>Real image width</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>354</td>
<td>236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>371.7</td>
<td>247.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>513.3</td>
<td>342.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>531</td>
<td>354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>915.975</td>
<td>610.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>955.8</td>
<td>637.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIG. 11**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Navigation</th>
<th>xcuadro</th>
<th>ycuadro</th>
<th>source image</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Starts</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>archivo_0_0_0.txt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIGHT</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>archivo_1_0_0.txt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIGHT</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>archivo_2_0_0.txt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UP</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>archivo_2_1_0.txt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UP</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>archivo_2_2_0.txt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UP</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>archivo_2_3_0.txt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UP</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>archivo_2_4_0.txt</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIG. 12